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Potato Head often referred to as simply Potato Head is a Brooklyn-accented doll based on the real-life toy Mr.
Potato Head by Playskool. He is an outspoken and sarcastic potato-shaped toy: He also has a compartment on
his lower back to store extra appendages. He is capable of retaining control over his parts even if they are
several meters away from his main body. For example, he can still see if one or both of his detachable eyes are
removed, as well as being able to move his hands if they are detached. The same thing applies to his "Mrs.
While this attribute is mostly used for comedic effect i. After Buzz is knocked out of the window, Potato Head
perhaps due to his jealously towards Woody, and wanting to reclaim his long lost favorite toy position blames
Woody for kicking him out, thinking that Woody might do the same to him if Andy plays with him more
often, and turns the other toys against Woody and leads a mutiny with them. Potato Head convinces the others
to refuse to help him, still assuming that Woody attacked Buzz. But when they are packed up Mr. Potato Head
is still unhappy because he is stuck with Rex as a moving buddy and put in a moving truck. Later when
Woody catches up with them and tosses RC onto the street to rescue Buzz, Potato Head, still distrusting
Woody and perhaps still eager to reclaim his favorite toy position , orders the other toys to mutiny again, and
"toss him overboard", however, when Bo Peep reveals that "Woody was telling the truth," the toys realize their
mistake. At the end of the film, he is surprised to hear Molly receiving Mrs. Potato Head for her Christmas
present and promptly decides to shave by removing his mustache. Later, when they are going to leave, Mrs.
Potato Head packs some extra pair of shoes and angry eyes on his back compartment. Potato Head gets one of
his feet stuck in a chewing gum and has to pull his foot off the gum before the pipe can crush him. When the
toys leave the apartment after Al leaves with Woody, Potato Head throws his hat like a frisbee to jam the
closing doors, letting the toys pass through. Outside, he is the first to spot an idling Pizza Planet delivery truck
nearby. He later saves the alien toys from flying out the window. In the airport, when he sees the luggage area,
he gasps and his angry eyes and pair of shoes come out after his compartment opens. He feels annoyed when
the aliens repeatedly express their eternal gratefulness towards him, but after the toys return home in a stolen
baggage carrier, he reluctantly gives in when his wife wants to adopt the aliens, much to his dismay. In an
outtake, he is seen taking a dislike with the Barrel of Monkeys, saying he is "drawing the line at monkeys" and
wants to call his agent. In Toy Story 3, Potato Head is resentful of the aliens, who still worship him for saving
their lives. He is frustrated that Andy "threw them away", when he was actually going to put them in the attic.
Again, Potato Head is the toy most doubtful of Woody when he and the other toys are almost thrown away by
accident. Potato Head is excited to get played with in Sunnyside. After a rough playtime with the toddlers, he
and Mrs. Later that night, his wife Mrs. Potato Head and the other toys shocked. The toys hatch an escape plan
which Potato Head initiates by arguing with and distracting the captors, and he is thrown in the box once
again. Only his smaller parts are able to escape, through a small hole. He reassembles onto a floppy tortilla ,
checks if Lotso is sleeping and then gives the signal. Pecked at by a pigeon, the tortilla falls apart, and Potato
Head rejoins the other toys using a cucumber for a body. Bullseye returns his original plastic body to him. The
toys manage to escape Sunnyside, and he and the other toys jump onto a garbage truck. Eventually, they end
up in a landfill, facing death in the incinerator. However, Potato Head and the toys are saved by his alien
children, who he now accepts and declares himself to be eternally grateful, just as the aliens had told him
when they met. Potato Head then says his farewell to Woody before Andy comes into the room. Potato Head
is donated to Bonnie at the end of the film. It is stated on the Toy Story website that Mr. Potato Head is Mr.
Unlike her husband, Mrs. Potato Head is sweet and not hot-headed or impatient. In Toy Story 2, her husband
has found her lost earring. Before her husband leaves with Buzz and his troops, she stores his "extra pair of
shoes and angry eyes " into his back compartment. Potato Head saved their lives. In Toy Story 3, she has a
more central role. She uses her ninja skills and her nunchuk to herd Woody to the back, and eventually off the
train. Potato Head loses one of her eyes. She is one of the toys who believe Andy threw them out on purpose.
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They are later donated to Sunnyside Daycare. She and her husband experience a rough playtime with the
toddlers at the Caterpillar Room. When the toys hear something from the halls, Mrs. Potato Head uses her eye
and looks under the door. She tells the toys it truly was an accident that they were thrown away. When Lotso
is revealed to be evil, Mrs. Potato Head complains about her chewed up pocketbook and yells at him when he
calls her "Sweet Potato," along with telling him she needs more respect and having over 30 accessories. But
Lotso takes off her mouth. Near the end of the film, she is saved from death in an incinerator by her adoptive
children, and much to her delight, her husband now accepts them. She recovers her missing eye before she and
the toys are donated to Bonnie. Potato Head reappears in the theatrical short film Hawaiian Vacation and acts
as a tour guide for Ken and Barbie in their Hawaiian adventures. She also reappears in Small Fry and
Partysaurus Rex. He was very happy to finally see Woody after a long time in storage. Bullseye is shown to
loathe fights as he hides in a can when Jessie jumps on Woody. Although Woody gets separated from Buzz,
Buzz commandeers Bullseye to follow Woody, as they are seen galloping next to the wheels of the plane
Woody and Jessie are on as it heads down the runway. The mission finally ends when Woody and Jessie
swing down from the plane and land on Bullseye right behind Buzz, seconds before the plane takes off. The
toys are donated to Sunnyside Daycare. At Sunnyside, he proves his loyalty to Woody when he makes clear he
wants to stay with him. Bullseye is roughly tumbled over by a screaming toddler with a rolling wheel toy.
After the toddler play session, Bullseye is covered with paint and has a blue sticker in his snout, which is
removed by Jessie. Bullseye is extremely happy when Woody comes back to Sunnyside and gives him back
his hat. The toys then plan an escape. Bullseye helps by going through the playground, carrying the aliens on
his back. He goes with Woody and is almost caught by Big Baby when Bullseye jumps and accidentally
makes an alien fall and squeak. But they hide inside a pail safely. The toys then go to the garbage dump, and
Bullseye is the most desperate to escape from the incinerator. They are rescued by the three aliens. At the end,
Bullseye is donated to Bonnie, along with the rest of the toys. Unlike most of the other toys, Bullseye cannot
communicate in clear speech but sounds like an actual horse and uses body language to speak. According to a
character interview that used to be on the Toy Story website, Bullseye communicated with Jessie while in
storage by tapping his hooves to yes or no questions. Though it is not certain whether they are male or female
at first glance, they are identified in the third film by Mr. Potato Head as "[his] boys," implying that all three
are male. Inside the claw game are hundreds of squeeze toy aliens. When Buzz asks who is in charge, the
Little Green Men say "the claw", which belongs in the machine; the Little Green Men say that the claw will
"decide who will go and who will stay". Sid spots Buzz inside the claw game and tries to win him. In Toy
Story 2, a trio of them are hanging above the dashboard in the Pizza Planet truck. Buzz groans when he sees
them, remembering them from the claw game in the first film. When the toys are having trouble getting the
truck to move, they tell Mr. They nearly fall out of the window, due to the sharp turns from Buzz trying to
catch Al in his car. Potato Head saves them. The Little Green Men are thankful and hand him his ear. The
Little Green Men join the quest to save Woody and mistake the entrance to the baggage area for the "Mystic
Portal". They chase after the luggage with Rex, Hamm, and Potato Head, only to find cameras. They say their
gratefulness to Mr. Potato Head, and Mrs. Potato Head is so happy that he saved their lives, so she suggests
that they adopt them, with the Little Green Men calling Potato Head "daddy". In the present time, the same
trio continues to express their gratefulness to Mr.
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Friday, May 1, The Roly Poly: Garden Friend or Foe? Roly poly, pill bug, wood louse, armadillo bug, cheese
log, doodlebug. Every time you upturn a rock, small log, or flowerpot, you see dozens of them. They are a
favorite for kids because they are so easy to pick up and examine, and the way they curl up into a ball is
quirky and delightful. Are they just stubborn? They appear nearly identical to their close cousins, the pillbugs,
except that they have an extra set of tail-like appendages. Are they bad for the garden? The answer is "not
exactly. However, they can cause issues--read on for more! As I started to get serious about gardening, I began
to notice that roly polies loved residing in some of my garden beds. I dug into the soil with my hands in late
spring to plant green beans, and several roly polies scattered--some of them huge, some tiny. I wondered if
these little guys were good, bad, or neutral for the garden, and if I should be concerned about the number of
them that particular spring the yard and garden were just saturated with them. Some damning evidence was
revealed to me a couple weeks later. One morning I came out to check on the baby plants and most of them
had been absolutely decimated during the night. One roly poly still clung to a bean sprout, ready to pose for
the photo below. The evidence was too clear--these roly polies could definitely pose a problem. Caught in the
act; a roly poly eats a baby green bean plant. Like our friends the earthworms, these bugs are some of the first
actors on the scene in that beautiful production of humus. We need roly polies to help the worms and other
creatures turn decaying material into soil. There are ways to balance the scale and to live in harmony with
these little guys. Where They Can Wreak Havoc If roly polies are composters and prefer decaying materials,
then why would they eat green bean seedlings? They are the only crustaceans who live their entire lives out of
the water. They thrive in damp, cool places, and they love to munch on damp, rotting organic material. It turns
out, if the conditions are right, they will gladly eat your living plants, too. This includes tender succulent green
bean and pea seedlings, which sprout in the cool damp mornings of spring or early fall. Roly polies will also
gravitate to any fruits or vegetables that are lying on the ground--thus trapping moisture--such as ripening
melons, squash, and strawberries. Keep Roly Polies Under Control The key to living in harmony with these
creatures is to avoid excess moisture in specific situations. Understand why they are eating your plants. The
seedlings provide a moist, humid little climate that draws the bugs. The mature vegetables that are laying on
the soil are also very attractive--moisture is trapped under the veggies and provides a perfect gathering place
for roly polies, in the same way that rocks and logs and flowerpots do! Protect your Seedlings Bean and pea
sprouts seem to be the most vulnerable to roly poly munching. This is because they are naturally succulent,
and in the case of peas, they usually sprout during the very damp, cool days of spring or early fall. The
seedlings are in the most danger a day or two after emerging, when they are the most tender. Sprinkle
diatomaceous earth around the base of the seedling. Be careful, though; not enough DE will not dry the soil
out enough to deter the roly polies, and too much may harden the soil and make it difficult for the bean or pea
to sprout. If the roly polies continue to attack, start seeds indoors and then transplant outdoors when the plants
have grown a few inches.
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You might call them by a different name: Woodlice, pill bugs , wood louse, even armadillo bugs. No matter
what you call them, almost every child in the world had pulled up a log or brick and found these tiny grey
bugs, touched them so that they rolled up into a ball, and then played with them for a while. What few people
realize is that these roly poly bugs feed on decaying matter, improving our soil. They actually are not insects
or bugs at all, but crustaceans. If you examine one closely you can see that they look something like a shrimp
and not a bug. They get their unofficial name from their ability to roll up into a ball when they feel threatened.
These fun little guys have seven pairs of legs and act like kangaroos, carrying their eggs around with them in a
special pouch called a marsupium. They merely exchange gas through structures that are similar to gills. If you
have previously dismissed these little guys as nothing more than bugs, you should think twice. If you love to
garden, collecting pill bugs can become just as important as breeding or collecting worms. Roly poly bugs are
miniature warehouses of healthy microbes that allow them to eat dead or decaying organic matter. If you
placed a large quantity of these little grey pill bus into a garden, all your dead plant matter, leaves and twigs
will be broken down and returned to the soil as healthy compost. Roly poly bugs speed up the decomposition
process and circulate the soil. They also love monocotyledonous leaves. This means they play a big part in the
healthy life cycle of plants. Pill bugs return organic matter to the soil, so it can be digested even more by the
bacteria and protozoans that live there. By digesting decaying plant matter, they add phosphates, nitrates and
other important nutrients that your plants need to thrive. Think of them as miniature composting machines!
Pill bugs live about three years, which means that they can clean up lots of garden space during their lifetime.
When you first plant seeds or very small seedlings, you might want to remove any pill bugs you find, and put
them in a pot with lots of decaying matter until your plants get a bit larger. They like those small, tender
shoots from new plants. Once your plants are well-established, however, you can return them to the soil. If
you already have an established garden with trees or other types of plants, you can let them roam freely. One
really cool thing about these little grey garden workers is that they remove heavy metals from the soil. Pill
bugs consume these heavy metals and then crystalize them in their guts. These contaminants are then
deposited back into the soil as harmless matter. This is why you will find pill bugs in some of the most
contaminated soils on earth. They thrive where other beings cannot. It only makes sense to add or collect roly
poly bugs into your garden. They are natural composting crustaceans that clean up heavy metal contamination,
which is also helpful in keeping our groundwater clean. Just a few interesting things about our little grey
garden workers: They breathe through gills but need oxygen and cannot survive in water Pill bugs molt in two
sections, so if you find one that is two colors, it is merely in the process of molting. This means your pill bug
is a juvenile. Pill bugs can drink from either end. Yes, that is exactly what we mean. They can drink through
their mouth or from their butts. Roly polys eat poop. When they are sick, pill bugs turn bright blue. Sometimes
they look purple. By the way, aliens have nothing on pill bugs.
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For me, this was the year that all my attempts to teach improvising on the banjo finally came to fruition in the
form of the Roly Polys. In addition to 40 years of teaching and thank you Tim for that constant reminder! My
wonderful teaching place in town, the Tip Jar Jams, and an amazing group of courageous banjo students. The
Teaching Place TP finally offered a room big enough for a jam session and plenty of parking right in front.
And there was no parking at our house. Although my goals were nobleto provide a place for students to play
with other studentsmy initial attempts at leading my Misfit Jam pretty much sucked. Twenty years after this, I
was still trying to figure out how to teach students to improvise. I even did a whole video called Improvising:
Many students had a light bulb go on when they started working with that DVD, but I still needed something
more basic, something easier to apply in a jam session when you are asked to play "on the fly. I never get tired
of telling this story! I did not want to meet Kathy because I knew I would not like her! And I wonder where
my grandson gets his contrarian streak? I want to take some lessons! Kathy had played guitar in high school,
as I had, and she knew many of the same folk songs I did. More importantly she could hear her chord changes
and she loved to sing. But life happens and after taking lessons for a few years, Kathy dropped out to go back
to school and revive her interest in painting. We remained good friends, however, I let her paint me in my
bathing suit! And when students do profess to know other songs, they often play out of time. I wanted my
campers to play together and in time. I tried having them play the "square roll" alternating thumb, in all the
chordsG, C, Dbut it bored me to tears. For some reason, students could play this pretty easily and it sounded
pretty good. Over time and many camps, I tweaked it a little and learned which song to start with Blue Ridge
Cabin Home and which song to teach second Bury Me Beneath The Willow and how to show the advanced
beginners how to use the tag lick if they already knew it at the end of the break. So when Kathy asked for me
to show her something, I was not without a few tricks up my sleeve. Before the Roly Polys, the students could
only play the songs they had learned in their lessons. So, no matter how much they practiced they were still
limited to learning one or two songs a month. And the more they tried, the easier it got. And seeing their
picking friends working on these same Roly Poly breaks in the jams was inspiring. And if the competitive
fires were fanned a bit, well, the students seemed genuinely happy when someone else made it through a Roly
Poly break. And, sure enough, soon they started stealing each others licks! Then, the students started showing
me that the Roly Polys could be used to play more complex, three-chord songs: Never thought of that Now
students are starting to ask how to improvise in the open key of C. That is, playing in first position without a
capo. So, once again, they are teaching me how to teach. Thanks again for reading these blogs and for being
excited about the Roly Polys!
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